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AIRFIELDS FROM WHEATFIELDS

When the Allied forces invaded Sicily the fields were filled with crops.

Yet the air/had to have airfields and have then quickly before fighters could

operate from the island itself.

Many of the existing airfields had been wrecked by bombing and the harvest

fields were the next best thing. This is where the R.A.F, servicing commandos,
the shock troops of aerodrome construction, cane in. They stepped ashore with

the first landing parties and worked for 72 hours to move fuel and equipment from

the holds of the ships to the beaches and from there over rough tracks and roads to

newly airfields and sites chosen for new ones.

They were attacked many times by low-flying Axis aircraft as they worked on

the beaches unloading petrol and establishing fuel dumps, and the men dropped their

petrol cans, picked up their sten guns, and drove off the raiders. Then they went

on stacking petrol tins.

The wheatfield pictured here was urgently needed as a landing ground for an

advanced Spitfire squadron.. Yet the Allies had no wish to deprive the Sicilian

farmer of his crop, so the commandos helped the farm hands to cut and garner the

wheat and stack it.

No sooner was the field cleared than 'bulldozers and scrapers were used to tear

up the stubble and level the runways. Night fell with the job half done. The

commandos dug slit trenches and took shelter for the night against possible attack,

by Axis aircraft. At least five raiders shot down on one airfield were credited

to then. Next day they began again at dawn and the windsock was hoisted in

record tine. It indicates the direction of the wind to pilots taking off and

landing. The first Spitfire, carrying a senior R,A,F, officer, came to rest a

few yards from a wagon piled high with wheat.

On this particular airfield the commandos had the help of the army. In many

places the commandos job was not as simple as this. Sicily is predominantly rocky
and mountainous, and the permanent Italian airfields had been so blasted by Allied

bombers that a great deal of work had to be done on them to make then serviceable,

The Luftwaffe spared no effort to do as much damage as possible before they left.

They ploughed up the runway.: and smashed installations and equipment.

At some new airfield sites the commandos had to tear up trees with tractors

and blast out rocks with explosives but they are veterans at this kind of job and

are tackling the difficult problems of airfield improvisation in Sicily with the

same success as in North- Africa.


